Genomic dissection of mucosal immunobiology in the porcine small intestine.
The enteric immune system of swine protects against infectious and noninfectious environmental insults and discriminates ingested nutrients, food, and commensal microflora from pathogenic agents. The molecular and cellular elements of the immune system have been selected over evolutionary time in response to the specific environment of pigs. Thus, models of immune function based on mouse and human need to be applied cautiously in the pig. To better understand how the mucosal immune system of the small intestine accomplishes the conflicting functions of food tolerance and immunity to enteric infection, we used a genomic approach to profile gene expression in the Peyer's patch. More than 40% of mRNA enriched by differential subtraction for Peyer's patch-specific expressed sequences represented genes of unknown function or had no match in GenBank. Microarray analysis and radiation hybrid mapping validated their porcine origin and provided additional insights into putative functions. The abundance of expressed genes of unknown function indicates that a substantial fraction of the immunological and physiological processes of the Peyer's patch remains to be discovered. It further suggests that swine have evolved specialized biochemical and immunological processes in the small intestine. Further elucidation of these processes are expected to provide novel insights into swine enteric mucosal immune function.